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A Lute Peg Retrofit with ‘Silver’ Inlays
For a recently completed project, a set of Brazilian rosewood lute pegs – made some years ago –
was pressed into service to save time. It was decided to decorate the pegs with a metal inlay. This
is not claimed to be an authentic historical procedure but the technique may be of interest to
others and the work requires the use of only basic hand tools.
The metal used for the inlay is pure tin wire. Tin was metal used (among other applications) by
ancient civilizations for decorative coating as it bonds readily to iron. Tin was also used in
Renaissance times for metal inlay in place of silver as it does not tarnish as readily as the latter.
Pure tin is soft, relatively inexpensive and easily cut and worked.
For this project solid wire, lead free solder – available from any hardware store – was used. Lead
free solder is an alloy of typically 96% tin and 4% silver. It is available in various diameters
although lead free wire solder less than 2 mm in diameter is more difficult to find. The
‘BernzOmatic’ company markets a solder kit (SSWS 100) that includes a coil of 1.5 mm
diameter wire solder – ideal for this work.
The peg collars – rings set in a groove cut in the peg shank – are easily made using an old
silversmith technique. The tin wire is first wound in a coil (like a spring) around a wooden dowel
of appropriate diameter and then cut across the coil with a fine toothed razor saw to separate the
rings (see Figs.1, 2 and 3)

.

Each peg must be held firmly in order to accurately and cleanly hand cut the receiving groove for
a ring. A block of wood drilled and reamed to the peg shank taper, clamped in a vice makes a
convenient peg holder allowing a peg to be rotated by hand as the groove is cut (see fig 4). A
shallow circumferential cut is first made with a fine toothed razor saw. The cut is then enlarged
using ‘needle’ files – guided by the saw cut – first using a triangular section file followed by a
round section file. The final depth of the groove should be about half the wire diameter.

Having cut a receiving groove to the required depth, a ring is then fitted – by trial and error – so
that it is a snug fit in the groove. Material is removed from the gap in the ring by mounting the
ring on a tapered dowel (an old artists paint brush handle serves well for this) and cut with a craft
knife.
A final close fit of the ends of a ring may be achieved – if necessary - using a flat section needle
file drawn through the gap in the ring (see Fig. 5 and 6)

Each ring is glued in place with epoxy cement, and is pressed firmly into the receiving groove
using a wooden spring clothes peg (to save wear and tear on the fingers and preventing
deformation of the soft metal – see fig. 7). Once the cement has hardened any surface film of
glue remaining may be easily cleaned off with fine 0000 grade steel wool.

The end of each peg is then drilled a few millimeters deep to receive a short length of wire. The
fit should be snug so that, when tapped in place with a hammer, the wire expands into the hole
and is thus held in place without need for glue. This must be done carefully to avoid over
expanding the wire that can cause splitting of the peg head. Surplus material is then filed flush
with the peg head.

